These highlights of recent Rutgers faculty honors and recognition represent what makes Rutgers an academic, research, and clinical powerhouse.

**National Academy of Sciences**
*Gregory Moore*, Physics and Astronomy; Member, National Academy of Sciences
*Eileen White*, Molecular Biology and Biochemistry; Member, National Academy of Sciences

**Fellows and Scholars**
*Joan Bennett*, Plant Biology; Member, American Academy of Arts and Sciences
*Blakesley Burkhart*, Physics and Astronomy; Sloan Research Fellow, Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
*Nicole Burrowes*, History; Fellow, American Council of Learned Societies
*Jill Cox*, Nursing; Fellow, American Academy of Nursing
*Kristjan Haule*, Physics and Astronomy; Simons Fellow in Theoretical Physics, Simons Foundation
*Steffani Jemison*, Art and Design; Fellow, John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation

**Seth Koven**, History; Fellow, John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation
*Yanan Li*, Mathematics; Simons Fellow in Mathematics, Simons Foundation
*Konstantin Mischaikow*, Mathematics; Simons Fellow in Mathematics, Simons Foundation
*Jedediah Pixley*, Physics and Astronomy; Sloan Research Fellow, Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
*Gary Rendsburg*, Jewish Studies; Villa Scholar, Getty Research Institute
*Salamishah Tillet*, African American Studies and Creative Writing; Andrew Carnegie Fellow, Carnegie Corporation

**Awards and Recognition**
*Eddy Arnold*, Chemistry and Chemical Biology; Antonin Holý Memorial Award, International Society for Antiviral Research
*Martin Blaser*, Medicine and Pathology and Laboratory Medicine; Prize Medal, Microbiology Society
*Wei Dai*, Cell Biology and Neuroscience; CAREER Award, National Science Foundation
*Elise Boddie*, Law; Commissioner, Presidential Commission on the Supreme Court of the United States
*Wei Dai*, Cell Biology and Neuroscience; CAREER Award, National Science Foundation
*Lynn Festa*, English; James Russell Lowell Prize, Modern Language Association
*Angélica González*, Biology; CAREER Award, National Science Foundation
*Yogesh Jaluria*, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering; Holley Medal, American Society of Mechanical Engineers
*Joel Lebowitz*, Mathematics and Physics and Astronomy; Dannie Heineman Prize for Mathematical Physics, American Institute of Physics and American Physical Society
*Kimberly Mutcherson*, Law; Inaugural Impact Award, Association of American Law Schools
*Judith Surkis*, History; Book Prize, Association for Middle East Women’s Studies
*Weiwei Xie*, Chemistry and Chemical Biology; CAREER Award, National Science Foundation

To read more about recent awards and honors bestowed on Rutgers faculty, visit excellence.rutgers.edu.